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Abstract  
Disabilities people exist in this world can be considered as one of the most important case that people surrounding need to be aware in this era, especially institutions. Factually, the perception of “disability” has been the most neglected and now and again been forgotten by development agenda by world actors. People always heard that disabled people always been measured as receivers of some charity and welfare and donations.  
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INTRODUCTION  
Each library must know that the use of technology in this current era has a big potential for those who with disabilities. Technology do helps people. Other than people with who deal with visually impaired, deaf people also can be helps by using technology for improving the message process for deaf persons by using e-learning platforms over translation of sign language. This shows how some fascinating technology can solve some problem to user who needs helps. Librarian can also consider sign language in scope as a spatial visual verbal that not restricted to signals or hand movement, and also some marks as facial expressions.

All library resources must supremely be reachable for all people with disabilities. There are several methods to reach this goal. Libraries must obtain talking books, newspapers, and video or dvd books with subtitles or symbol language, braille books, large print books, and manageable e-books. Assist information discussion, resource-sharing between libraries serving persons with incapacities and encounter their varying needs. Libraries play a vital role in the lives of persons with disabilities by facilitating their full participation in society. Libraries should practice strategies created upon the philosophies of worldwide strategy to confirm that library rule, assets and facilities come across the requirements of all persons.

ISSUES  
In this paper, I identify several issues regarding to how smartphone has changed us in business, education, healthcare and human behavior. Based on my observation from the previous study, there are still some limitations about the uses of smartphone among...
society in business, education, healthcare and human behavior, some of the limitations are:

- Cost
- Infrastructure

**RESEARCH QUESTIONS**

- What is the main reason of this research? Does the user use Smartphone when doing their work or study?
- What are the other reasons other than the importance of virtual library for disabled people?

**RESEARCH OBJECTIVES**

The purpose of this report is to assess the use of virtual library to disabled people, there are my objective to accomplish:

- To know the importance of virtual library to disabled people.
- To know the impacts of virtual library for disabled people.

**LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROPOSED FRAMEWORK**

The main objective of this research is to determine the state of library services to disabled people. It also about how far can the virtual library helps disabled people as well as gives good contribution to them. Also to make sure that people with disabilities and normal people get the same knowledge even though with different facilities. In this section it will be divided into two sections. This followed by the discussion on the importance of virtual library and the impact of virtual library to disabled people.

In this world we have made as persons who are capable and also disabled. But that is not the cause of problems for people with disabilities are unable to continue their lives like everyone else. Here we will talk about the importance of education through virtual library for all disabled people. For people with disabilities, education is also very important for them because it is a way for them to succeed in their future. We will ensure all libraries will provide the best and same service to those who with disabilities and normal of receiving knowledge. As plenty disabled people attend higher level institutes, it is compulsory upon library organization to make available the similar level of provision to them as is provided to normal users (Ekwelem, 2013). Other than virtual library, web crawlers are a standout amongst the most vital and most-utilized administrations on the web. Grown-ups and in addition youngsters utilize web crawlers regularly, some of the time considerably more than email (Lewandowski, 2012). It is essential to consider the importance of web crawlers and their openness for individuals with incapacities on the grounds that these devices are the key to self-decided and
autonomous living. According to Lahav, 2014 the virtual library is important to people with disabilities because it is one of the solutions to their daily activities like communicating with others. People with print inabilities, including the individuals who are visually impaired, make utilization of advanced applications for the large portions of indistinguishable purposes from other ordinary clients of data and correspondence advancements and that involve communication (Laurie, 2014). While people with serious visual hindrances are not the essential customer of tablets and comparative tablet gadgets, these gadgets can possibly level get to data (Laurie, 2014).

There are two variables which are independent and dependent variables. Independent variable is a situation creates change to dependent variable. While, dependent variable is an outcome of the topic that bring by independent variable. The design of research framework is analyses from the literature review based on the topic which is The Use of Virtual Library for Disabled People. Based on this research framework will provide the outcome of the topic. There are there independent variables which the importance of virtual library to disabled people and the impacts of virtual library for disabled people. There two independent variables are outcomes of the dependent variable which is The Use of Virtual Library for Disabled People.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe on how important virtual library to disabled people and the impact of virtual library to disabled people. We have heard that it is true virtual library is important because that is the way people with disabilities gain knowledge. Most of the article we found have discuss about their importance and the impact of the use of virtual library to disabled people. This section discusses and compare between different research which are the past research and our present research.

From the literature review we understand that the existence of virtual library has proven good impacts by the importance itself. By having virtual library in this era, the technology helped people a lot. In this research we focus on people with disabilities. Disabled people could face the education world like others. We do not want they feel
abandon. On top of that, we came out with this research to know about the importance of using virtual library to disabled people for their future. Several researches discussed the bodily library bounds the extension of library facilities because of its environmental and spatial blockage, which assigns importance to the purchase of hardware accommodations and related software for individuals with visual impairment, but lacks their general assets (Chunming, 2012). In contrast to our research, notwithstanding these technological advancements, persons with bodily disability face some tests in their effort to make practice of the library and fears of architectural structures which ensure disheartened many tested persons from having learning (Igwebuike, 2015).